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Dear ELLS Community,  

Some say a picture is “worth a thousand words.”

To the right is a picture of  bicycles parked outside the church hosting the 
conference our team was invited to speak at last April in Malawi. At first glance, 
this photo may not seem to “say” much…that is, of  course, until you hear the 
story behind these bikes:

Each of  these bicycles represents one of  the dozen or so pastors who made a 
two-day journey to the conference all the way from neighboring Mozambique! 
And this just days after a devastating cyclone ravaged their country. On the final 
day of  the conference, we gathered these pastors together for a special time of  
prayer. When asked how many of  them had been affected in some way by the 
cyclone, every single hand went up! 

For me, these bicycles are an inspiring reminder of  why ELLS International exists. 
By going to remote places in the developing world where few opportunities exist 
for theological education, we are equipping pastors who minister on the frontlines 
of  the amazing work God is doing around the world in this generation. (Roughly 
75% of  the world’s Christians now live in the former mission fields of  Africa, Asia, 
and Latin America!). That these pastors were willing to ride their bicycles all the 
way from Mozambique after experiencing one of  the worst natural disasters their 
country has seen in recent history simply shows just how eager so many are for 
training!

We are pleased to announce that ELLS International has been invited to return to 
Malawi in April of  2020 to officially launch the first phase of  our three-year 
curriculum. We will conduct two four-day conferences on biblical interpretation in 
the northern and southern regions for literally hundreds of  pastors. And, God 
willing, more than a few bicycles from Mozambique will be there too! 

As you contemplate your end-of-year giving, would you prayerfully consider a contribution to ELLS International? We have 
an ambitious budget of  $200,000 projected for 2020 - with $50,000 of  that going towards conferences in Malawi this Spring 
and projected future conferences in Cameroon and Kenya later in the year. While we fully anticipate that our faithful God will 
provide for all the needs of  ELLS International, we want to invite you to partake in blessing of  helping to make it happen.

May God bless you and yours during this Christmas season as we reflect on the birth of  our Savior!

Blessings,
Grant C. Clay
Executive Director, ELLS International

Raised hands showing everyone affected by the cyclones in 
Mozambique. 

Each bicycle represents a pastor who made the two-day 
journey from Mozambique to our conference in Malawi.


